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Marshall McLuhan was, among other things, a media theorist. His heyday was more than 50 years ago but his work has never appeared more relevant.

A HYPOTHETICAL: Imagine the Corona outbreak taking place in in the tribal era.
No advance notice. People get the sniffles. More old people die than usual. Perhaps some sacrifices/rituals have to be done. A DIRECT interface with the disease relatively unmediated by information gatekeepers.
Telegraph age:
More information, but perhaps after the fact. Authorities/experts able to control the information to a degree (for better or worse).
THE INFORMATION AGE
SCALE. Chaos. All expertise at fingertips. Lots of experts. Even the ones with PhDs seem to disagree with each other let alone journalists and politicians. Everybody has therir own ‘truth’ about the virus and the consequences. Breaking news all the time.
Alerts on your smartphone.
Images and footage on the internet of all the worst aspects.
toilet paper panic.
Flights cancelled. The stock market. Alerts
Perception, not reality (i.e. direct experience of the disease), governs behavior
In this hypothetical example the Corona virus stays the same. The communications media that makes a huge difference to the situation.
The Internet is full of contradictions. It increases interconnectedness, yet isolates family members at their smartphones where previously they would have shared the nightly TV shows. It serves up facts while removing the need to memorize pertinent facts and
to integrate them with experience and beliefs. It has increased the amount of expertise available while bewildering us and undermining our faith in them as a class. It offers myriad viewpoints but allows to consume only those we find palatable. It offers
anonymity on one level while it harvests our personal information and making possible mass surveillance and psychological manipulation for the benefit of international corporations. It places the accumulated wisdom of human civilization at our fingertips. Yet
the good stuff is hidden in a deluge of Tweets, memes, and cat videos. It gives us access to health advice while leading to eyesight, posture and health issues deriving from spending too much time in front of a computer screen or bent over a smartphone, to say
nothing of mental health issues.
The content on the Internet is not unimportant, but something yet more important is hidden in plain sight--the effect of the internet itself.

The

medium
is the message

message/content/figure
The message, or content, is the “juicy piece of meat carried by the burglar to distract the watchdog of the mind” (McLuhan, ???? 18)

Visual

Acoustic

sequential
linear
connected
civilized
specialism
mechanical
clinical
tribal
simultaneous
holism
network
resonance
emotional

just metaphors - not entering through the eye etc. - although he did choose these metaphors for a reason.
Visual space: the space of detachment, the “scientific method” and scholarly erudition, the bureaucrat, the man with the tidy desk, the orderly mind
Acoustic: (nightmare to grapple with let alone explain). The space of art, love, emotion, instinct, of the non-rational.
McLuhan finds the acoustic form to be the basic structure of all electronic technology (Accoustic Space, LTM, n.d.)
Let us say visual =rational / emotional=instinctive and immediate

Acoustic

Visual. But newspapers: acoustic:
“People don’t actually read newspapers, they step into them like a warm bath”
Poetry, acoustic.
Television = acoustic
Newtonian physics = visual
Particle physics = acoustic
Not only does modern physics abandon the specialized visual space of Descartes and Newton, it re-enters the subtle auditory space of the non-literate world (Zingrane & McLuhan, 1997, p. 126).

The ages of the media

(from tribalism to civilization and back again)
Print multiplied scholars, but it also diminished their social and political importance. It did the same for books. Unexpectedly, print fostered nationalism and broke down international communication because publishers found that the vernacular audience was
larger and more profitable (Zingrone & McLuhan, 1997, p. 63).
What has happened is a reversion to a more primitive understanding of the world, based on feelings rather than thought (Zingrane & McLuhan, 1997).
Millions of people sitting around the TV tube, CNN-style, absorbing the modern equivalent of shamanistic lore from the authorized source is closely analogous to the old tribal relations of tyrannous instruction and control (Zingrane & McLuhan, 1997, p. 4).
group think back to individuality to group think.

The laws of the media

Figure

Ground

What does new medium enhance, intensify, make possible or accelerate?
What is pushed aside or obsolesced by the new medium?
What older, previously obsolesced ground is brought back and inheres in the new form?
When pushed to the limits of its potential...the new form will tend to reverse what had been its original characteristics. What are the unintended or unexpected consequences of the new medium?
Money speeds transactions and gives rise to uniform pricing systems while obsolescing haggle and barter. However it retrieves potlach in the form of conspicuous consumption. Pushed to its limit, it “reverses into the lack of money, that is, credit…, and the
credit card...” (McLuhan, 1960, in Zingrane & McLuhan, 1997, p. 387). Television, on the other hand, enhances the immediacy of the news; It obsolesces kids playing outside, it retrieves tribal consciousness, and it flips into poor parenting.

ENHANCES
•Immediacy
•Speed of the news cycle.
•The spectacle. Clicks
•Punchy rhetoric, memes
•Access to information
•Pragmatic meaning

REVERSAL
•Commercial exploitation
•Surveillance, state control, propaganda
•Loneliness, isolation
•Tribal warfare

THE NEW MEDIA
RETREIVES
•Oral culture
•Rhetoric and polemic
•The tribal chief, the cult.
•The long-form interview

OBSOLESCES
•Literature, TV, MSM
•Memorization
•Existing standards of public decorum
•semantic meaning
•Trust in experts, leaders
•Private/public spheres

We see the media retreating into pastiche to the visual, rational space - when it comes to their opponents.
On the other hand the opposition is having fun with pragmatic meaning. Trolling.
We see this with the obsession with fact-checking on the left.
“Trump called Kim Jong Un an impressive leader who cares deeply about his people.” Ignore the pragmatic (diplomacy, flattery) and portray as purely semantic (“Akshuallly….Kim is a murderous tyrant…”)

Access to information: Not good news for the
traditional gatekeepers

Source material available to all. All one needs to do is to watch a press conference then how the media reports (spins) it to feel deeply distrustful of much reporting: “They are lying to me”.
Journalism used to be done in the dark. Now we know how the sausage is made.
Access to information is a terrifying thing both in the public and private sphere because we want to believe…

Semantics vs. pragmatics

Visual media space is dominated by the elite. Semantic heavy content is considered weighty and factual while content that relies more on pragmatic understanding is considered light weight and unworthy of
a place at the table.
Fact checking.
The experts say…
Trolling
(in fact Trump was just saying what many say - since many infected people are asymptomatic, the death rate is probably lower than reported. Media: Trump called it a ‘false number’. We’re just reporting
facts. (ignoring pragmatic meaning is actually deeply disingenuous).

The antiestablishment have the edge on social media

From a McLuhan perspective what is so objectionable about Trump is that he is acoustic. He’s a tabloid and a TV product. Speaks in slogans. Works on the emotions. Misdirection. Enjoys provocation. Ridicules the ‘serious’ people.
From the viewpoint of those most invested in the print age - the academics, the journalists, the politicians, the ruling class in general, this is disquieting. It attacks their very belief that we need to live in a rational world in which things
make sense and the experts run things.
‘Unpresidential’, but also liberating and entertaining for those who don’t have a voice within the mainstream.
In the information age, the boundaries of between political discourse and entertainment are blurred.

Private/public sphere
The politician--> the everyman

Image became more and more carefully cultivated in the electric age. But now we’ve gone so far that we know far more than we want to know (or so we might claim) about the powerful.
McLuhan’s claim that we can understand the new in terms of what it does to the old.
What does media technology do to the politician and the media as they have traditionally been understood?
In the television era, the public began to view politician not as a separate social class, but as people with homes and families just like us (Meyrowitz, 1985)--“the values of the private sphere transferred into the public sphere” (Ruotsalainen & Heinonen, 2015,
p. 6). Politicians therefore began to perform for the cameras in a more informal manner befitting the required image of the everyman.
The new type of the leader for the TV age is “more of a tribal chieftain than a politician" (McCluhan, 1969, p. 11).
The dissolution of the private/social spheres affects everyone. We can see this happening where one’s social media posts may come back to haunt you.

Reservations
Beware theories of everything
Egalitarianism
Solutions
The environment, overloaded with detailed information, can be ordered
meaningfully…by developing enhanced pattern-recognition skills, the ability
to deal with open systems, undergoing continual change, at electric speed.
Physical connectedness gives way to the resonant bonds and gigantic
open-system patterns of electric information (Zingrane & McLuhan, 1997,
p. 2).
1.
Like Marxism, Frankfurt school, Freud. But life and society is not about class, power, sex, or indeed technology (economics, politics)
There is nothing inherent in the media technology of the 20th century that dictated that global capitalism has created a de facto empire that exists above the nation state, culture, and democratic institutions that actually protected freedom, for example.
Brexit cannot be explained only in terms of policy, but in terms of a population that has never been in favor of mass immigration, but has had it forced on it for half a century.
2.
What McLuhan talks of is the operating parameters of the elite. Visual culture is an inherent attribute of the execution of power.
In most great nations, illiteracy has been almost done away with. Nevertheless, the masses act no more scientifically today than a century or a millennium ago.The ever-increasing size and complexity of modern social structures raise constantly new technical obstacles to the
direct application of scientific procedures by the masses to their own political problems (Burnham).
3.
Even if I opposed them or thought them disastrous, I couldn’t stop them, so why waste my time lamenting? ... I see no possibility of a world-wide Luddite rebellion that will smash all machinery to bits, so we might as well sit back and see what is happening and what will
happen to us in a cybernetic world. Resenting a new technology will not halt its progress. (Playboy)
Deeply erudite. Implored his children not to let his grandchildren watch TV.
They assume that the everyman can understand the world as he can. His educational theories…
the belief that children could get his theories.
“The utmost purity of mind is no defense against bacteria…to resist TV, therefore, one must acquire the antidote of related media like print.” (direct quote. 95)
But what do we have in education instead? Efforts to ‘modernize’ curricula by giving iPads to children. Utterly inane.
“... aphorisms, representing a knowledge broken, do invite men to inquire farther; whereas Methods, carrying the show of a total” do not (Molinaro, McLuhan, & Toye, 1987, p. 444). (Kuskis, 2011, p. 319).
When Cluhan was popular he was mystical and fantastic. And he still he is, but what he says makes more and more common sense And the fact that he foresaw what was coming is really quite uncanny.

In closing…

Tribal age, an acoustic age, a global village. What happens next? Perhaps people will get sick of modern media and take refuge in books, but I doubt it. Any reversion will take a new form. For the moment it’s
tribal warfare but this will not last forever. With tribal war one side has to win. Mcluhan’s ideas were seen as kind of mystical at the time, but they seem increasingly common sensical.

